
A drinking fountain that gives out your favorite 
soda.



The sky raining cats and dogs . . . literally.



A castle built entirely from graham crackers.



The world’s biggest pizza with only the toppings 
YOU like.



A rocket-powered school bus.



A world where pets take their humans for walks.



An ice cream cone with forty-seven scoops!



What happened when the Easter Bunny tried to be 
Santa Claus.



A birthday cake for someone 101 years old.



A bank vault filled with your most important trea-
sures.



The world’s greatest hideout on your very own des-
ert island.



Your worst enemy—who was just turned into a 
chicken.



A machine that automatically pours milk on your 
cereal.



A superhero with an unusual superpower.



A taco farm.



What you think you’ll look like in fifty years.



A sand castle you could live in.



A computer mouse—that’s actually a mouse.



Balloons shaped like your favorite animals.



A dog chasing a cat chasing a mouse.



What you WISH you could wear on school picture 
day.



A pirate ship manned by you and your friends. 
Arrr!



A cow that makes chocolate milk. 



The most epic snow fort ever.



A bowl of alphabet soup with a secret message.



Shoes that make you the best at any sport!



An instrument the world has never seen before.



Your favorite food. 



A house that can float in the sky.



A hole you dug that makes it all the way to China.



A telephone made out of a banana.



The most delicious donuts ever made.



An entire room made just for video games.



What your own YouTube channel would look like.



The scariest teacher ever.



What you really find at the end of the rainbow.



The best vacation you’ve ever been on.



A bomb disguised as a cupcake.



Flying pigs.



A zoo filled with people instead of animals.



A ghost who likes eating more than scaring.



The most amazing treehouse ever built!



A boat powered by dolphins.



The tallest building in the world.



A secret tunnel out of school.



A cloud that looks like your best friend.



A boy whose family are actually all monkeys.



What you’d do if you had a million dollars.



The world turned upside down.



The tallest ladder ever built—and where it goes to.



A very, VERY fancy poodle.



What you’d pack if you were moving to Mars.



A factory that makes chocolate-flavored toothpaste.



A valentine for your secret crush.



A sweater that can turn you invisible.



A problem you want to solve.



The day they canceled school because aliens invaded.



A dinosaur at the dentist.



The car you plan to drive (when you’re old enough, 
of course).



A dodgeball game being played in space.



A map to buried treasure.



A not-so-scary mummy.



A greenhouse filled with biting plants!



What your principal eats for breakfast.



A spaceship taxi on its way to the moon.



You as president of the United States.



A clock that tells the time, day, year, and weather.



What Santa Claus does on his day off.



A board game with at least thirty-three squares. 



An underwater hotel.



Something you wish every kid in the world had.



The most PERFECT candy store.



A tree you could sleep in.



What you wish the Tooth Fairy would leave behind 
next time.



A chicken that lays Easter eggs.



What your teacher looked like when he or she was a 
kid.



A new sport you just invented!



A sandwich as big as your garage.



A twisting maze with a mouse in the middle.



An art gallery filled with your own drawings.



A tree that really grows money!



A miniature city for fleas.



A bed made from marshmallows and cotton candy—
sooooo squishy and soft!



The palace where the Queen of England lives.



The inside of an anthill.



A runaway train without brakes!



A monster made out of Jell-O.



A robot that does all your chores for you. 



A family of worms living in an apple. 



An island in the sky.



A brand new flavor of ice cream.



A baby genius.



The most expensive diamond in the world.



Your house . . . inside a snow globe.



The longest waterslide ever built.



A man with a craaaazy moustache! 



Cinderella’s missing glass slipper.



A new dollar bill—with your face on it!



Your own private jet.



An epic license plate for the back of your car.



A turkey with a plan to NOT be eaten on Thanks-
giving. 



The coolest t-shirt ever.



A garden of flowers.



A business you want to start.



What you’ll be when you grow up.



A mad scientist in her secret lab.



Your mom or dad with a crazy hairstyle!



The candy you wish you could eat every meal.



The Tooth Fairy’s collection of teeth.



The deepest, darkest jungle in the Amazon.



A cat on its ninth life.



A snow cone machine you just invented.



The most amazing bedroom ever!



A birdhouse condominium.



The weather forecast for the next seven days.



A map for aliens to find your house.



A postcard from your favorite place.



A newspaper with shocking news!



The three wishes you’d ask from a genie.



A camping trip in the rain.



The fastest sled.



A bookstore filled with your favorite books.



The pool you wish was in your backyard. 



Blueprints for a secret new clubhouse.



A parade through town in your honor!



A restaurant menu filled with all your favorite 
foods.



The most exciting playground ever.



A new mascot for your school. 



A bank robber who just got caught.



The most incredible Fourth of July fireworks display 
in the history of fireworks!



A Christmas tree worthy of the White House.



What you dream of doing when you’re older.



The gift you most want to give.



The worst blizzard of the century!



A stuffed animal so fluffy you might just die!



Plumbing problems.



Your coat of arms.



A Happy Meal with the greatest toy ever.



A dragon who breathes candy instead of fire. 



The most terrifying jack-o’-lantern of Halloween 
night. 



The thing you love the most.



A unicorn-shaped piñata.



The gingerbread house Hansel and Gretel found.



A secret spy camera hidden in a lunch box.



A snowman in summer.



A perfect bullseye.



A twenty-six layer cake.



The dish running away with the spoon.



Puppies!



Your favorite memory.



A breakfast . . . pizza.



What your town would look like if you were flying.



Your name spelled with spaghetti.



The kindest thing anyone’s ever done for you.



A holiday you think should exist.



A cow learning to drive.



What happened to the car the cow was driving.



An alien sister.



Rapunzel’s braid.



The best puddles to jump in.



A zebra with a pattern other than stripes.



A message in a bottle.



The day your toys came to life.



Swimming in your favorite candy.



A pet dressed as your sidekick.



The loudest bird in the jungle.



A giraffe with a kink in its neck.



What the magician pulled out of his hat.



The coolest app ever.



A human-sized hamster wheel.



Where the squirrel hid its nut.



A dog that does your homework.



What happened to the Big Bad Wolf.



The best hiding spot.



Where the magic carpet took you.



A brilliant idea.



The haunted house down the street.



The cherry tree George Washington chopped down.



The most dangerous roller coaster.



Your personal rocket pack.



A tickle machine.



What you won at the fair.



A rock concert.



A bicycle for five people.



A ghost catcher.



What’s inside Grandma’s purse.



What the room would look like if you were an ant.



If you could breathe underwater.



The perfect doghouse.



What you wish the cafeteria served.



A pet dinosaur.



Best. Field trip. Ever.



A jungle survival kit.



A robot mom.



A streeeeetch limo.



An extra bubbly bath.



What you did last summer.



A triple-decker s’more.



Your lucky underwear.



A glow-in-the-dark toilet.



A new planet you discovered.



Where the time machine took you. 



An action figure of yourself.



Your favorite uncle (be sure to show him!).



What you found after you walked the plank.



The coolest fish tank.



A day with no rules.



The tortoise beating the hare.



How to catch a leprechaun.



The ultimate Lego set.



The missing things under your bed.



Your personal vending machine.



How you’ll change the world!


